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7Pines Resort Ibiza

KEY  FACTS

Surrounded by lush green countryside on the edge of a
pine forest and positioned between the spectacular Cala
Conta and secluded Cala Codolar beaches, Seven Pines
Resort Ibiza enjoys a stunning backdrop of the island of Es
Vedrá and the azure waters of the Mediterranean Sea.

The village-style resort comprises 186 spacious suites set
amongst sprawling gardens spreading across 56,000 sq.m.
The stylish open plan one and two bedroom suites are
contemporary yet comfortably designed, and can be
combined into a four bedroom home. The largest suites
lend themselves to being a resort within a resort with their
lagoon-style swimming pools, private terraces and
balconies.
 

Guests can enjoy culinary delights, healthy cuisine and be
able to unwind in a relaxed atmosphere at the resort’s two
restaurants. The poolside view restaurant provides
seasonal healthy local-inspired dishes and Mediterranean
sea views; the laid-back Cone Club is open for lunch and

dinner serving Mediterranean-style fare. The Pershing
Yacht Terrace, a sophisticated cocktail bar with
spectacular sea views is the ultimate location for
refreshments throughout the day and evening.
 

The 1,500 sq.m Pure7 Spa is home to extensive well-being
offerings including relaxing and reinvigorating treatments,
outdoor and indoor pools, Jacuzzis, sauna with steam room
and ice grotto, a state-of-the-art gym and yoga spaces.
 

Seven Pines Resort Ibiza can create an exceptional
itinerary for its guests, from diving to beach-hopping,
chartered yacht excursions on the resort’s private yacht to
restaurant reservations and club bookings, best beach
recommendations to private jet arrangements, ensuring a
memorable Ibizan experience.

The resort can cater for events of all sizes with multi-
functional event areas, conference and banquet rooms and
flexible garden spaces.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

Ibiza Airport: Approx. 20 km / 30 minutes’ drive

Ibiza Town: Approx. 25 km / 35 minutes’ drive

Personal airport pick-up or taxi services are available

Flight time from the UK: 2 hr, 30 min

Airlines flying from the UK: easyJet, Iberia, British
Airways, Vueling

ACCOMMODATION

186 expansive suites including:

18 Laguna Suites and 18 Laguna Suites Sea View: 48 sq.m

6 Laguna Suites with 2 bedrooms, including one with sea
view: 72 sq.m

87 Garden Suites, 5 Garden Suites with pool and 6 Garden
Suites with 2 bedrooms

40 Bay Suites and 2 Bay Suites with 2 bedrooms

2 Cliff Suites Duplex with 2 bedrooms and 2 Cliff Suites
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Duplex Deluxe with 2 bedrooms  

FACILITIES

Restaurants: the poolside View restaurant will
provide seasonal healthy local-inspired dishes and is set to
be the resort’s breakfast hotspot with its extended
breakfast hours and Mediterranean sea views. It will see a
series of guest chef appearances, cooking classes and wine
tastings.
The laid-back Cone Club with its communal tables,
separate lounge area and barbecue, will be open for lunch
and dinner serving Mediterranean-style fare, from the
finest local produce.

The Pershing Yacht Terrace will be a sophisticated
cocktail bar with a chic yet low-key atmosphere, enhanced
by sea views and an outdoor fire pit. Home to signature
drinks, classic cocktails and fine wines and liquors, it will

be the perfect location for pre-dinner drinks or a night cap.

1,500 sq.m Pure7 Spa: home to extensive well-being
offerings including six treatment rooms for relaxing and
reinvigorating treatments that will seamlessly blend
natural and organic elements with the latest cosmetology,
a medical spa, two outdoor pools including one infinity
pool and Jacuzzis, indoor pools, sauna with steam room
and ice grotto, a state-of-the-art gym and indoor and
outdoor yoga spaces.

Indoor and outdoor sports and fitness activities

Hair salon, nail bar and professional make-up services

24-meter Pershing yacht for guest transfers and charter

PRIVATE  ROOMS

Versatile meetings and banqueting facilities catering for events of all sizes: Two flexible meeting spaces, one spacious
foyer and two boardrooms featuring state-of-the-art equipment, natural lighting, an outdoor terrace for coffee breaks and
spectacular views of the sea overlooking Es Vedrà, as well as flexible garden spaces.

DID  YOU KNOW?

Bijendra Yadav, the English-born Executive Chef with
Nepalese roots and an experienced palate, will include
Korean style cooking techniques into the cuisine produced
at the resort, like steaming and fermentation, in order to
give a different flavour to their European dishes. The food
will be light, simple, full of flavour yet using the best
produce.

The Pershing Yacht Terrace is the first bar in the world
that has been uniquely designed by the Pershing Yacht
team to emulate the vessels’ clean lines. It will enjoy views
of the sea, an outdoor fire pit and glowing torches to set a
chic yet low-key atmosphere accompanied by a chilled-out
playlist.
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7Pines Dining - Cone Club 7Pines Dining - Cone Club Exterior View

7Pines Dining- Exterior Sea View 7Pines Dining - Exterior View Es Vedra
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7Pines Garden Suite Exterior 7Pines Infinity Pool

7Pines Laguna Suite Sea View 7Pines Lobby

7Pines Suite Ibiza
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